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INTRODUCTION
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
PF&R uses a three-tiered approach to accomplishing organizational strategic planning. This three-tiered approach ensures that strategic plan implementation is realistic, attainable and successful. The strategic plan is
the first tier in our three-tiered approach.
1. 2010-2015 Strategic Plan: The strategic plan provides direction and focus for all employees and helps the
organization’s various work units align with PF&R’s mission.
2. Annual Business Plan: The second tier in our three-tiered approach is our Annual Business Plan that is
linked to the strategic plan. The strategic plan is successful through the implementation of the Annual
Business Plans in that they ensure that all of the strategies from the strategic plan are implemented. A new
Annual Business Plan is developed each fiscal year and is linked to the strategic plan. The Annual Business Plan may also include items that, while not strategic in nature, are significant from an operational
standpoint. These additional items are Business Items (BIs) or Major Initiatives (MIs). BIs are divisionspecific tasks that a division feels are significant to track performance throughout a fiscal year. MIs are
significant large-scale projects requiring multiple years for implementation and impacting several divisional
areas. The Annual Business Plan is successful through implementation of the Annual Division Work Plans,
which are the third tier in our three-tiered approach.
3. Annual Division Work Plans: Each of PF&R’s four divisions (EOPS, MSD, Prevention, Training &
Safety) plus the Chief’s Office has its own Division Work Plan. Each division creates a new Work Plan
every fiscal year. The Work Plans include BIs and MIs, along with strategies, assigned to the division
from the Annual Business Plan. Completing the Work Plans will lead to completing the Annual Business
Plan.
To summarize PF&R’s three-tiered approach, the completion of the Work Plans by the Divisions and Chief’s
Office will lead to completing the Annual Business Plan thereby completing the Strategic Plan over a five-year
period. The FY 2010-11 Annual Business Plan has been developed in order to ensure implementation of the
new FY 2010-2015 Strategic Plan. This Annual Business Plan contains 48 strategies from the Strategic Plan,
as well as 54 Business Items (BIs) and 3 Major Initiatives (MIs) that PF&R has committed to accomplish between July 1, 2010, and June 30, 2011.
PF&R will provide progress reports throughout the course of the fiscal year through quarterly updates. These
updates will demonstrate achievements to date and progress made toward fulfilling the FY 2010-11 Annual
Business Plan. The Annual Business Plan is a reflection of PF&R and will guide this organization throughout
the fiscal year. The leadership of PF&R has confidence in the ability of its members to implement this plan.
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PF&R’S STRATEGIC PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
PF&R believes that for an organization to be successful, it must have a road map for success. The 2010-2015
Strategic Plan is PF&R’s road map for success. The strategic plan will help provide direction and focus for
PF&R’s employees. The plan points to specific results that are to be achieved and establishes a course of action
for achieving those results. In developing our strategic plan, PF&R used the Balance Scorecard approach.
This approach allowed us to look at our organization from the following four perspectives:
•
•
•
•

Learning and Growth Perspective: To achieve our mission, vision, and principles, how do we develop our
employees, change when we need to, and improve our ability to respond to challenges?
Internal Business Processes Perspective: To satisfy our stakeholders and customers, and to equip our employees to excel in their roles, what business practices and processes do we need to have in place?
Customer Perspective: What do our customers expect from us and how can we serve them better?
Finance Perspective: What do we need to do to remain financially sound for the long run and assure that
we have the people, equipment, and facilities needed to succeed?

The 2010-2015 Strategic Plan is organized around four strategic themes. The themes are key areas in which
PF&R must excel to achieve its mission and vision and to deliver services to its customers. The themes are followed by issues, which are significant concerns or constraints that may affect PF&R’s ability to carry out the
five-year strategic plan. Issues set the stage for development of the strategic plan’s goals, objectives, performance measures, and strategies.
In our strategic plan, goals state expectations for what we will aim to achieve through the life of the plan. Once
PF&R achieves these goals, we realize the benefits of a theme. The plan’s objectives set specific and measurable results we expect to achieve within a specified time period. In a way, objectives are mileposts on the road
to a final destination and clearly answer “why” the goal should be achieved. Indicators that measure the degree
of accomplishment of a goal are the plan’s performance measures. Performance measures are both outcomespecific and quantifiable. The final piece of the plan is strategies. Strategies identify how PF&R will realize its
goals and are a critical component of setting priorities and completing the strategic plan.
In order to assure that all of the strategies from the five-year strategic plan are implemented, each fiscal year a
new Annual Business Plan is developed, which is comprised of a portion of the strategies from the strategic
plan. Completing each Annual Business Plan leads to completion of the strategic plan over a five-year period.
This document is the first Annual Business Plan for the 2010-2015 Strategic Plan and identifies the strategies
selected for completion in FY 2010-2011.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 1
The ability to rapidly respond to emergencies
depends on effective triage and dispatch. PF&R
must ensure that resources are triaged and
dispatched appropriately to reduce response times,
decrease danger to the public and crews, minimize
wear and tear on apparatus, and to avoid
subsidizing private enterprise.
Goal #1
Ensure that 9-1-1 calls are triaged correctly and
that resources are dispatched appropriately to meet
enhanced public safety and ongoing operational
needs.

Strategy 1.1
Develop an internal process for tracking and reporting
mis-triaged fire and emergency medical system calls
through the Incident System.
Division Lead: EOPS
Strategy 1.3
Establish a Dispatch Triage Review Committee in
conjunction with Bureau of Emergency Communications
and other partner agencies to periodically review mistriaged calls.
Division Lead: EOPS

Performance Measure
Reduce mis-treated PF&R 9-1-1 calls – those that
dispatch resources inappropriately to calls for
emergency services – by 5 percent in each year.

Strategy 1.5
Update and/or establish business relationships and roles
and responsibilities with Bureau of Emergency
Communications and its User Board members.

Objectives
• Reduce unnecessary deployment of emergency
resources to minimize the danger posed to
citizens and fire personnel.
• Maintain a continued awareness of dispatched
resources throughout the life of the incident to
ensure the efficient and proper use of
resources.
• Increase the accuracy of triage to reduce costs
and minimize unnecessary wear and tear on
apparatus and personnel.
• Establish a standard for non-emergency
medical response to avoid subsidizing private
enterprise (nursing homes, ambulance,
hospitals, etc.).
• Meet National dispatch and response time
standards to better protect health and public
safety.

Division Lead: EOPS
Strategy 1.7
Seek funding to establish PF&R presence at Bureau of
Emergency Communications 24/7 in the capacities of Fire
Liaison and critical dispatch to TRO (tactical resource
operator), tap out (dispatch channel), and OPS 1 (working
channel).
Division Lead: Chief’s Office
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STRATEGIC THEME:
OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 2
PF&R works in a region where interoperability and strong
working relationships with local and regional partners are
important. Our regional partners are diverse and respond to
emergencies differently, presenting operational challenges
when multiple agencies work jointly on a response. PF&R
must evaluate and pursue opportunities to develop new and
enhance existing regional, State, and Federal mutual aid
agreements. This will both strengthen collaboration between
agencies and allow for the use of shared resources in a
financially challenged climate. PF&R must determine how
to further develop and enhance these relationships to
overcome operational challenges.

Strategy 2.7
Assign staff to review and evaluate all existing
interagency agreements and ensure modifications
are made as necessary.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office

Goal #2
Create and enhance viable opportunities for collaboration
with other agencies to improve its service to the public.
Performance Measure
All existing interagency agreements have been reviewed and
evaluated, and contact made with a minimum of three new
potential partner agencies per year at the local, regional, or
National levels.
Objectives
• Improve coordination on joint training and response
activities to gain efficiencies and interoperability.
• Review, update, and seek out local mutual aid
agreements that improve operational efficiencies that
benefit PF&R and the community.
• Develop regional mutual aid agreements to ensure early
and efficient dispatch of assistance in the event of Low
Frequency/High Consequence events.
• Share and create operational procedures among partner
agencies to improve communication and efficiency at
emergency incidents.
• Explore opportunities to combine regional buying power
for equipment and services that will make the best use of
financial resources over the next five years.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 4
The National fire service operational environment is
changing in ways that will have a direct impact on
PF&R’s ability to provide both local and regional
emergency response. PF&R must be able to
anticipate, influence, and adapt to those trends.

Strategy 4.1
Create a current database of members in State, regional,
and National-level projects.
Division Lead: Training & Safety

Goal #4
Seek out and partner with regional and National fire
service groups to help influence trends that will
impact fire service at its local level.
Performance Measure
Demonstrate an increase of 10 percent in number of
local fire service trends that have been influenced by
PF&R involvement.
Objectives
Develop a plan for participation in National,
State, and regional organizations to represent the
interests of PF&R and the City of Portland.
• Seek out and develop opportunities to promote
PF&R’s experience and knowledge to influence
policy at the National, State, and local levels.
•
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STRATEGIC THEME:
OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 5
A healthy workforce allows PF&R to best serve
the community. Being proactive in providing
services that encourage and allow all employees
to be healthy is beneficial in both the short and
long term. PF&R must seek out the right services
and develop programs to ensure total wellness for
the organization.
Goal #5
Establish consistent and proactive health and
wellness practices that benefit all employees.

Strategy 5.3
Explore other fire agency efforts for encouraging workforce
health and wellness improvements.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations
Strategy 5.4
Support personnel on sick or injury leave with the intent of
encouraging faster, successful recoveries through FPD&R
Liaison.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations

Performance Measure
Each year increase participation in the Health &
Wellness program by 5 percent, and decrease
injury and sick leave usage by 5 percent.

Strategy 5.5
Create central location (i.e., a folder on all Bureau computer
desktops) that consolidates health and wellness information,
training programs, dietary information, etc.

Objectives
Develop consistent, annual fitness programs
to encourage employee fitness in preparation
for their job performance.
• Provide annual wellness testing for interested
employees that can identify significant health
issues early.
• Establish supportive programs that can assist
employees through difficult health and
wellness issues to encourage a positive
outcome.

Division Lead: Emergency Operations

•

Strategy 5.6
Define components of the health and wellness program.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations
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STRATEGIC THEME:
OPERATIONAL READINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 7
The implementation of the Portland Plan will
bring many positive changes in shaping
Portland’s future. PF&R must take steps to
address the impact that the Portland Plan will
have on its ability to provide emergency services
to citizens.
Goal #7
Assess and actively participate in the
implementation of the Portland Plan.
Performance Measure
Additional staff assigned to actively participate
and represent PF&R in the implementation of
the Portland Plan and ensure PF&R views are
included in the Portland Plan as they relate to its
mission and vision.
Objectives
Participate in shaping the direction of the
Portland Plan in support of PF&R’s mission
and vision.
• Keep all PF&R employees informed
regarding the impact of the Portland Plan on
the Bureau’s operations.

Strategy 7.1
Obtain current status of Bureau’s participation in the Portland
Plan with staff currently assigned to represent the Bureau on
the Portland Plan.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 7.2
Establish the Bureau’s needs as it relates to the Portland Plan.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 7.3
Assign additional representation based on established needs.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 7.4
Meet with representatives to review the Portland Plan and its
potential impacts on PF&R.

•

Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 7.5
Provide regular reports to the Core Leadership Team.
Division Lead: Prevention
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STRATEGIC THEME:
FIRE SAFETY EXCELLENCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 8
In an age of rapidly changing technology, everevolving communication tools, and increasing use of
social media, PF&R must enhance its business service
model and be able to respond to customers’ needs and
demands for information about prevention, emergency
response, and other services.
Goal #8
Enhance PF&R’s business model to be more
responsive to customers’ needs for all types of services
and information.

Strategy 8.1
Create and administer a voluntary, online customer
survey to evaluate the user-friendliness of online
services.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 8.2
Survey individual categories of PF&R customers about
desired online services/features to benefit them.
Division Lead: Prevention

Performance Measure
Exceed by 80 percent the level of customer satisfaction
with access to information and availability of online
services as measured by customer satisfaction
assessment tools.

Strategy 8.8
Evaluate how accessible PF&R facilities are for
business service customers.

Objectives
Solicit feedback from business customers about
their needs and implement solutions.
• Improve online access to PF&R information and
services.
• Provide customers with an efficient, reliable billing
system for business services.
• Develop and implement a quality assurance
program to ensure its business model meets its
customers’ expectations.

Strategy 8.9
Maintain the human connection with customers while
increasing availability of online services.

•

Division Lead: Prevention

Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 8.10
Secure funding/staff to operate the Safety Learning
Center as a platform for community education.
Division Lead: Prevention
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STRATEGIC THEME:
FIRE SAFETY EXCELLENCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 9
PF&R must evaluate its structural model for providing
fire inspection services and in-turn develop an enhanced
model that meets its goals for frequency of code
enforcement inspections and customers’ demands for
consistent code application.
Goal #9
Enhance the code enforcement inspection model to
improve consistency, reliability, and performance goals.
Performance Measure
PF&R internal performance goals are met and
customers are provided with a consistent, reliable, and
professional code enforcement inspection experience
that meets or exceeds the prior year’s customer
satisfaction results.
Objectives
• Prioritize occupancies based on the level of risk to
meet safety and performance goals.
• Improve customer satisfaction with inspection
experiences by increasing the quality and
consistency of life safety inspections.
• Provide information to clarify expectations for
customers.

Strategy 9.1
Identify all internal performance goals.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 9.2
Create a task force, including members from
Emergency Operations/Prevention, to evaluate code
enforcement program model for efficiency and
functionality.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 9.6
Prioritize occupancies based on the level of risk to
accurately schedule and meet inspection goals,
resulting in increased life safety.
Division Lead: Prevention
Strategy 9.7
Modify fire inspection reports and post-inspection
letters to clarify PF&R’s re-inspection process and
fees.
Division Lead: Prevention
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STRATEGIC THEME:
DEVELOPING OUR WORKFORCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 11
The demand for emergency medical services continues to
increase within the City of Portland and Multnomah
County. This increase is in part due to a number of public
9-1-1 calls that are not true emergencies. These calls put a
strain on PF&R resources and its ability to respond in a
timely fashion to other emergencies. As a major
emergency medical service responder, PF&R must work
with its emergency medical services response partners to
provide effective, coordinated medical response to meet
the increased demand for emergency medical services
while at the same time addressing the public’s
inappropriate use of the 9-1-1 system in order to ensure
response readiness for other emergencies.
Goal #11
PF&R will work with community and regional partners to
increase efficiencies within the Emergency Medical
Services System and to improve appropriate use of the 91-1 system to ensure response readiness for actual
emergencies.

Strategy 11.1
Define the scope of inappropriate call types, which
are those that do not require a response by PF&R.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations
Strategy 11.2
Collect and analyze baseline data of inappropriate
call types.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations
Strategy 11.4
Engage regional partners in developing a
comprehensive plan and strategies to address the
issue of inappropriate use of the 9-1-1 system.
Division Lead: Emergency Operations

Performance Measure
Decrease by 5 percent the number of inappropriate 9-1-1
calls – those calls that do not require a response by PF&R
– per capita that fall into the “not appropriate for 9-1-1”
category per year.
Objectives
• Increase public education and awareness of
appropriate use of the 9-1-1 system.
• Improve response reliability for other calls for service.
• Work with partner agencies to identify alternative
service providers.
• Review and establish priorities and enhance triage
flow charts to reflect appropriate resource
management practices.
• Reduce the effects of increased Emergency Medical
Service system demands on PF&R and system
partners.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
DEVELOPING OUR WORKFORCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 12
Maintaining a highly qualified and competent workforce
is essential to PF&R’s ability to carry out its mission.
PF&R must invest in developing its future sworn and
non-sworn leaders by establishing an effective and
coordinated leadership and management training
program.
Goal #12
Develop a coordinated leadership and management
training program to meet the needs of current and future
leaders.
Performance Measure
A defined leadership preparation and development
program is established.

Strategy 12.1
Assign a task force to develop the leadership
program.
Division Lead: Training & Safety
Strategy 12.2
Identify and establish specific prerequisites and
competencies required for promotion to all positions.
Division Lead: Training & Safety
Strategy 12.8
Establish criteria and the outline for the mentorship
program as well as criteria for becoming a mentor.
Division Lead: Training & Safety

Objectives
Prepare individuals to assume leadership positions in its
organization to adapt to the internal demographic shift.
Establish career development paths to develop
consistency and uniformity throughout the organization,
thereby creating a solid foundation for future leadership.

Strategy 12.9
Develop and deliver training for mentors that
includes expectations.
Division Lead: Training & Safety
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STRATEGIC THEME:
DEVELOPING OUR WORKFORCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 13
Providing feedback to employees is essential for the
learning and career growth development of all
employees. Currently, PF&R’s sworn and laborrepresented employees do not receive structured
feedback after they have completed their probationary
periods. PF&R needs to develop a process that will
provide its sworn and labor-represented employees
with meaningful, structured feedback.
Goal #13
Provide performance development structured feedback
to employees throughout their career.

Strategy 13.1
Form a labor management committee to develop and
define the 360-degree performance program. The
committee will include representation from labor and
PF&R administration.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office
Strategy 13.2
Develop position-specific performance dimensions for
evaluations.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office

Performance Measure
PF&R employees receive annual feedback, measured
by a 360-degree performance process.
Objectives
• Measure and facilitate employee growth to enhance
individual and organizational performance.
• Fulfill the employees’ desire for structured
feedback to help them improve.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
DEVELOPING OUR WORKFORCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 14
The City of Portland’s population is becoming
increasingly diverse. PF&R employees must be
able to carry out the Bureau’s mission while
dealing with changing demographics, diversity,
health care gaps, and legal liability management.
PF&R will need to focus on strengthening
community relationships while, at the same time,
developing training opportunities aimed at
equipping its employees to deal with these
changes.

Strategy 14.3
Develop and maintain a partnership with the Portland Office
of Neighborhood Involvement and Office of Human
Relations to establish contacts and ongoing relations.
Division Lead: Prevention

Goal #14
PF&R employees are prepared to respond to
increasing cultural changes and social demands on
the services we provide.
Performance Measure
Annual employee and public input survey reflects
increased knowledge in cultural competency and
enhanced customer service in all of the City of
Portland communities.
Objectives
• Further develop employee awareness of
socioeconomic factors and cultural
competency to provide better service to all
Portland community members.
• Develop partnerships with community leaders
and groups to assist in service delivery and
enhance communication.
• Educate the workforce regarding changes in
the Federal and Oregon health care delivery
systems. Gain understanding of its diverse
customers.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
DEVELOPING OUR WORKFORCE
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 15
The demographic shift of PF&R’s firefighters to a less
experienced workforce requires review and improvement
of training to continue providing a high level of service to
its customers.

Strategy 15.3
Increase compliance with and continually improve
General Order 5 (Company Drills) through review
by the Publication Committee.
Division Lead: Training & Safety

Goal #15
Provide ongoing and improve existing professional
development for firefighters.
Performance Measure
Increase training productivity on firefighter skills by 20
percent coupled with employee feedback.
Objectives
• Develop firefighters’ experience and competency
through increased training focused on advanced
firefighter and emergency response safety and skills.
• Encourage more firefighters to seek development
opportunities.
• Capture, evaluate, and share information that is
learned.
• Continue to evaluate and improve PF&R’s firefighter
training program.

Strategy 15.13
Conduct a survey of firefighters every two years to
determine the effectiveness of enhanced training
and adjust training based on the feedback.
Division Lead: Training & Safety
Strategy 15.15
Conduct a workforce assessment to determine the
baseline levels of firefighting expertise that need to
be expanded; identify individuals eligible to
transfer knowledge through either formal training
or mentorship.
Division Lead: Training & Safety
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STRATEGIC THEME:
MAXIMIZING FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 16
PF&R must align and use its resources effectively to ensure
that apparatus and equipment replacement needs are met and
facilities are maintained in a manner that meets the needs of
the Bureau. Properly working apparatus and equipment are
critical to firefighter safety and PF&R’s ability to respond to
emergencies. Additionally, several buildings not included in
the General Obligation Bond are in need of preventative
maintenance and upgrades to continue serving the needs of
PF&R and the public. General Fund and alternative funding
sources are predicted to continue diminishing for the
foreseeable future. Therefore, PF&R will need to determine
how funding gaps will be addressed and mitigate adverse
effects to its operations.
Goal #16
Secure stable and adequate funding for timely replacement
and maintenance of apparatus, equipment, and PF&R
facilities.
Performance Measure
A comprehensive facility plan is developed and funding
aligns with the plan for facility upgrades and maintenance
needs. Also, apparatus and equipment replacement and
maintenance are aligned with updated replacement schedules
thereby eliminating apparatus backlog.
Objectives
• Provide appropriate types and number of safe, durable,
high quality and cutting-edge apparatus and equipment to
meet current and future service demands and ensure
firefighter safety.
• Develop a comprehensive facility plan to assess and
provide safe, functional PF&R facilities now and in the
future.
• Provide safe, functional PF&R facilities to meet current
and future operational needs.
• Educate elected officials and the public on the need for
and the associated costs of firefighting apparatus,
equipment, and PF&R facilities to enable informed
decisions.

Strategy 16.2
Identify all critical equipment, develop an inventory,
and establish a replacement and cost schedule for
critical equipment (e.g., Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus, Thermal Imaging Cameras, etc.).
Division Lead: Management Services Division
Strategy 16.3
Review and revise the current apparatus replacement
and cost schedule to include air units, specialty
response apparatus, fire boats, etc.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
Strategy 16.5
Explore and establish alternative funding
mechanisms to eliminate replacement backlog and
replace apparatus according to schedule, per
Strategy 1.4.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
Strategy 16.7
Develop a comprehensive facility plan, including
both periodic maintenance and long-range
improvements, determine annual cost to fund the
facility plan, and implement the plan.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
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STRATEGIC THEME:
MAXIMIZING FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 17
As one of the region’s major emergency response and
prevention organizations, PF&R must work with its regional
partners to align resources efficiently and effectively to
carry out services. To that end, PF&R must work with its
regional partners to leverage limited financial resources to
fund major regional initiatives.
Goal #17
Work corroboratively with regional partners to identify
major regional initiatives and leverage resources.

Strategy 17.4
Increase participation with regional, State, and
Federal entities to maximize service delivery.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office
Strategy 17.5
Review current mutual aid agreements and explore
new opportunities.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office

Performance Measure
PF&R has effectively worked with its regional partners to
leverage resources for at least one major regional initiative.
Objectives
• Identify funding for major regional initiatives suitable
for regional participation.
• Develop and enhance mutual response and incident
management capabilities to further PF&R’s ability to
respond to and manage major incidents.
• Create and participate in regional cost sharing
opportunities to maximize fiscal savings/efficiencies
and staff time.
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STRATEGIC THEME:
MAXIMIZING FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Annual Business Plan FY 2010-11
Strategic Issue 18
It is important for employees to understand how
financial priorities are established, adjusted, and
work in conjunction with performance outcomes
to build and maintain trust throughout an
organization. Developing an internal financial
communications strategy is key in disseminating
vital financial information and decisions to each
level within PF&R.
Goal #18
All PF&R employees have access to timely
information regarding the Bureau’s financial
activities and financial decisions, thereby
increasing their knowledge and understanding of
PF&R’s financial and budgetary decision
processes.

Strategy 18.1
Conduct employee survey on financial/budgetary
communication needs to establish baseline data in year one.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
Strategy 18.2
Conduct annual employee surveys to continually improve
communication efforts.
Division Lead: Chief’s Office
Strategy 18.3
Conduct annual financial training and modify training based
on employee survey results.
Division Lead: Management Services Division

Performance Measure
Annual employee survey reflects increased
knowledge and understanding of budgetary and
financial process and decisions.
Objectives
• Develop and implement a finance and budget
internal communications strategy to increase
employee knowledge and understanding.
• Increase opportunities for employees to
participate in the finance and budget process
to increase ownership in budgetary decisions.

Strategy 18.5
Improve budget processes using feedback from Budget
Advisory Committee.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
Strategy 18.6
Develop a Financial/Accounting link on internal website for
employees to reference.
Division Lead: Management Services Division
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BUSINESS ITEMS
CHIEF’S OFFICE
BI 1: Work with BHR to establish an effective liaison for PF&R to ensure consistency in the promotional
process.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
BI 2: Utilize new and current technology to maximize dispatch effectiveness.

PREVENTION
BI 3: Identify and implement alternative methods to enter and utilize code enforcement and permit data in the
field.
BI 4: Integrate permit processing with TRACS/F2K.
BI 5: The City of Portland should consider requiring fire sprinklers in all new structures and in all structures
that undergo major renovations.
BI 6: Establish an efficiency standard for the number of inspections per day per FPD inspector, to average 5 to
7.
BI 7: Develop an in-home fire & life safety program where citizens can access information to complete their
own safety review of their residential property.
BI 8: Meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fires, injuries and related events
through a grant-funded smoke detector program. PF&R will participate in a Smoke Detector program through a
grant funded by the Washington State Fire Marshal's Office and administered through Vancouver Fire
Department. PF&R will assign a Program Coordinator to oversee and work with four fire stations to develop
strategies and techniques to meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fire, injuries,
and response related events. Through this program, PF&R will:
• Develop strategies to address preventable fires, injuries, and response related events
• Mentor personnel in community relation skills and strategies
• Distribute smoke alarms to citizens in need
• Develop productivity measures to understand outputs and outcomes
• Reduce the opportunity for injury to fire personnel
• Document results of effort at beginning, midterm, and conclusion
• Develop necessary forms/tools for station personnel to accomplish their mission
• Support the grant program and coordinate with other grant communities
• Install 2,000 smoke alarms in the community with participating stations
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BUSINESS ITEMS
PREVENTION, CONTINUED
BI 9: Meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fires, injuries and related events through a
grant-funded smoke detector program. 6,000 smoke alarms will be provided by the grant to PF&R. 2,000 smoke
alarms will be dedicated to the pilot stations for an installation rate of 1.5 smoke alarms per station per shift for the
entire year. The remaining 4,000 smoke alarms will be delivered city-wide using in-service fire station personnel (a
rate of about 450 per year among the non-pilot stations) and community organizations with the opportunity to reach
residential living units (primarily owner-occupied) in Portland. Campaigns will make alarms available for all
citizens, however, PF&R will focus on high-risk living situations (mobile home parks, low-income communities,
water-based dwellings) shown to be statistically at-risk for residential fires.
BI 10: Meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fires, injuries and related events through
a grant-funded smoke detector program. Additionally, the program coordinator will work with new firefighters
assigned to Station 2 to emphasize their role in fire prevention as firefighters at the beginning of their careers.
BI 11: Meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fires, injuries and related events through
a grant-funded smoke detector program. Installation should be consistent with the laws of the State of Oregon and
City of Portland, which includes each living level and in each sleeping room. Rental units and apartments should not
be provided with smoke alarms other than to secure life safety in the short-term. When smoke alarms are provided
for these reasons, the program coordinator will contact the property management or owner to compensate the bureau
for the smoke alarms.
BI 12: Meet community safety needs and reduce losses due to preventable fires, injuries and related events through
a grant-funded smoke detector program. Currently, as part of a negotiated contract, stations participate in the
Company Fire Inspection Program (CFIP). At the conclusion of this program, we will investigate if community risk
management proves a productive exchange of duties rather than an increase in workload.

TRAINING & SAFETY
BI 13: Improve PF&R's promotional testing and evaluation process for entry-level supervisors. PF&R will test candidates applying for the position of Lieutenant in the following skill areas:
• Communication Skills
• Discipline and Managing Difficult Employees
• Interpersonal Relations
• Managing Change
• Managing Conflict
• Managing Staff Performance
• Prioritization/Effective Use of Resources
• Reliability/Integrity
• Team Development
• Training/Career Development
• Interaction with Management
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BUSINESS ITEMS
TRAINING & SAFETY, CONTINUED
BI 14: Improve PF&R's promotional testing and evaluation process for entry-level supervisors. PF&R will
develop and implement a testing process with an outside vendor to accurately and effectively assess a
candidate's skills and abilities to supervise and manage people. Utilizing a written based video exam and a
skills-based assessment center, the testing process will be implemented and a civil service list for Lieutenant
established by July 2010.
BI 15: Improve PF&R's outreach and communication with underrepresented groups to compete in the
Firefighter entrance exam. PF&R's Recruiter, in conjunction with the City of Portland's Human Relations
Recruiter, will coordinate outreach opportunities with and deliver presentations to the following organizations
with the goal of informing and raising awareness of career opportunities with PF&R among underrepresented
groups. These presentations will provide key information about the testing and recruitment process to apply
and compete for these opportunities.
• Pauling Academy -- Marshall High School
• Urban League of Portland
• Benson High School
• NAYA (Native American Youth Association)
• SEI (Self Enhancement Inc.)
• El Hispanic News
• Asian Reporter
• Skanner News Groups
• IRCO (Immigrant & Refugee Community Organization)
• Africa House
• Asian Family Center
• No Wasted Steps (Jefferson High School)
• The Diversity Institute
• Cinco De Mayo Festival at Waterfront Park
• NW Youth Career Expo
• Women in Trades
• "I Have a Dream" Foundation -- Portland Multnomah Youth Corps
• Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
• ETAP (Evening Trades Apprenticeship Preparation)
• Coalition of Black Men

MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION
BI 16: Evaluate, and implement where feasible, the draft Communication & Marketing Plan.
BI 17: PF&R with BTS should develop a disaster recovery plan that provides for recovering PF&R Bureau
specific applications as needed and for providing various IT support during emergency events.
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BUSINESS ITEMS
MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION, CONTINUED
BI 18: Complete an inventory of all PF&R forms posted on PF&R website and forms on the PF&R Forms icon.
Develop plan and process for regular updating of all PF&R forms similar to process used for continued review
of PF&R’s General Orders and Operational Guidelines.
BI 19: Finalize form 100.31 – Termination of Employment.
BI 21: Coordinate and plan MSD Management Team Retreat to take place in the Fall, 2010.
BI 22: Complete the asphalt pavement project for the Logistics parking areas.
BI 23: Successfully replace Truck 2 with FY 2008-09 funds.
BI 24: Continue to work with BTS and PF&R Website Refresh Committee on the Website Refresh Project to
successfully develop and migrate PF&R’s internal and external websites to the new POL template in alignment.
BI 25: Successfully provide a new rescue boat to be deployed from Station 21.
BI 26: Coordinate Campbell Memorial and Station 1 Open House special events that promote PF&R’s presence
in the community.
BI 27: Develop a guide for Prevention Inspection staff to give to customers when code violations are cited to
promote communication and enhance understanding of next steps for resolving violations.
BI 28: Review PF&R's existing internal budget process and further develop employee involvement and
participation.
BI 29: Expand the Budget Advisory Committee role to include year-round involvement.
BI 30: Develop training, acquire needed resources, develop schedule and coverage, and develop and implement
protocols for releasing information for the Assistant Public Information Officers.
BI 31: Develop a process for posting video to Flash News that can be accessed and used by the media and in
internal communications.
BI 32: Distribute weekly summary of PF&R exposure in the media to PIO team and Core to keep members
informed of how PF&R is portrayed in the news.
BI 33: Participate in three Fix It Fairs (November 2010, January 2011 and February 2011) to provide fire
education to the public, distribute smoke alarms, and build community relationships.
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BUSINESS ITEMS
MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION, CONTINED
BI 34: Work with Arson Investigations to build outreach and external awareness of PF&R’s arson canine.
BI 35: Work with Prevention to coordinate PF&R’s annual involvement in the State of Oregon’s Small
Business Fair to raise awareness amongst small business customers about fire safety and codes.
BI 36: Develop outreach campaign with Oregon Smokefree Partnership to heighten awareness of fire safety
related to landlords providing smoke-free rental housing.
BI 37: Develop outline for “A Day in the Life of a Portland Firefighter” video series to raise awareness for the
public and for recruitment about the job of a firefighter.
BI 38: Work with Prevention/Don Porth to develop outline for Childrens’ Art Contest to raise fire safety
awareness and prevention.
BI 39: Research feasibility of using Facebook ads to advertise PF&R’s website and upcoming recruiting
events.
BI 40: Establish a LinkedIn account to use as an online marketing/outreach resource for PF&R. Integrate
targeted keywords within our profile and participate in the LinkedIn answers section for further exposure.
BI 41: Research feasibility of sending instant messaging to cell phones of citizens to be notified of PF&R press
releases.
BI 42: Research/write a collaborative grant for a fireworks education campaign that will be a partnership
between Portland, TVF&R, Clackamas, Gresham, and Hillsboro; research options for acquiring alternative
funding as identified by Core and perform ongoing research and writing.
BI 43: Develop content, design, and publish the 2009-2010 Annual Performance Report.
BI 44: Develop content of Fire Information Systems (FIS) Joint Report with PSSRP.
BI 45: Coordinate and develop GO Bond oversight Committee Report.
BI 46: Coordinate recruitment and hiring process for PF&R’s summer and year-long interns.
BI 47: Working with Public Information, develop a concise strategic planning communication plan for all
PF&R personnel highlighting some aspect of implementation of the 10-15 Strategic Plan.
BI 48: Continue to plan and coordinate the continued biennial review of PF&R’s General Orders (GOs) and
Operational Guidelines (OGs). Approximately 28 GOs and 33 OGs will be sent through the review process.
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BUSINESS ITEMS
MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION, CONTINUED
BI 49: Design and develop a new tracking and reporting system for implementation of the FY 2010-2015
Strategic Plan. The new tracking & reporting system should reduce administrative staff time required to track
and report implementation results of the strategic plan, allow assigned individuals to electronically report
progress, and create standard (quarterly) and ad-hoc implementation reports.
BI 50: Complete all charts, graphs, and maps needed for the FY 09-10 Annual Performance Report (APR) and
assist Public Information in the development of APR content and design.
BI 51: Provide a quarterly accomplishment summary on the annual business plan and quarterly
accomplishment summary on the five annual divisional work plans to PF&R staff.
BI 52: Develop and create a front office desk reference manual for use by Planning & Customer Services staff
documenting front office instructions, policies, and procedures.
BI 53: Complete and publish (electronically) a new, updated Personnel system user’s guide. Completed FIS
system user guides are updated as needed to reflect programming, policy, or procedural changes.
BI 54: Complete and publish (electronically) new user guides for the new Versaterm CAD system and MDT
reference guides when requested by CAD project management staff.
BI 55: Work with Prevention Division to develop and implement outreach plan for opening the Belmont
Learning Center during the weekdays.

MAJOR INITIATIVES
TRAINING & SAFETY
MI 1: PF&R should initiate an officer development program that specifies professional development training,
formal college coursework and tactical components that is a pre-requisite for future promotions.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION
MI 2: Seismically upgrade fire facilities through General Obligation Bond (G.O.) Bond Funding.
MI 3: Upgrade Station 18 at its current site.
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PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE
Randy Leonard, Fire Commissioner
John Klum, Fire Chief
John Nohr, Emergency Operations Division Chief
Scott Fisher, Training & Safety Division Chief
Erin Janssens, Prevention Division Chief
Jack Graham, Management Services Division Manager
55 SW Ash Street
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 823-3700
http://www.portlandonline.com/fire
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